
Image & Influence: YSDN 3106 
Professor Ishino 
Fall 2011 
 
PROJECT 4: Group Installation (subject to change) 
30% of Final Grade 
Due Week 10:  
 
Curate public displays i . e .  the display cabinets in the halls of the Design 
Department at York that engage audiences in a visual discourse surrounding key 
contemporary urban design images and their influence on the sociocultural public 
sphere. 
 
DESIGN BRIEF 

1. Create an educational and informative visual display for your YSDN design peers 
that clearly communicates your design research findings  

A. How does design influence the major spaces of urban life and the 
public sphere- the museum/gallery, mass transportation/bike lanes, 
multiplicities/vernacular?  

B. Use your own accumulated experiences and the group’s collaborative 
knowledge with design- text, images and forms- to create your final 
display 

2. The materials used should support your visual, verbal & form presentation and 
argumentation.  

A. The educational exhibitions must be cognizant and respectful of the 
YSDN hallway space regarding traffic flow, fire safety and physical 
welfare of viewers in this shared public sphere. 

B. Not present any noise, visual, or physical toxicity to the space as a 
whole 

3. BEFORE creating or installing the public display, approval must be met by the 
professor, the Department of Design, and YU regulations, as well as address the 
common constructive criticisms by their classroom peers   
A. First, the group must physically make a digital proposal and presentation 
B. Second, they must make a schematic drawing or 3-D model of the final 

project to be created and made reflect its final scale 
4. EACH display must appropriately credit each individual’s major contribution to 

the overall project and their name  
5. All displays must include an abstract or summary of the groups’ findings of their 

visual research 
6. Every display must show the course name, number, semester and Professor 

 
ONLINE EG’S 
 
Open Green Map: What's Green Nearby? 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8pXOkBNYWo&feature=relmfu 
 
Green Map's Archive is on the Move 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBW5AB1MV-M&feature=relmfu 
 
Green Map Site Marker Pilot from around the 
world!http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SutUTvCwqd8&feature=related 


